
Corrections for Geometry of Halo Formation

Page 1126, second paragraph. “Let µ be the angle from” should not be ital-
icized.

Page 1126. Figures 10 and 11 are tilted. The equator should be horizontal
in both.

Page 1128, line 4 of the caption. Change “represent” to “represents”

Pages 1131, 1132. Interchange the captions on Figures 22 and 23.
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Note added in proof. Recent lidar observations of a
winter ice cloud have indicated that backscatter was
occurring by specular reflection from ice-crystal plates
whose maximum angle of departure from the horizontal
was 0.50: C. M. R. Platt, N. L. Abshire, and G. T. McNice,
"Some Microphysical Properties of an Ice Cloud from
Lidar Observation of Horizontally Oriented Crystals," J.
Appl. Meteorol. 17,1220-1224 (1978). Confer also C. M.
R. Platt, "Specular Reflections from Cloud," Weather 33,
442 (1978), and references cited therein.
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The formation of many ice crystal halos can be visualized in an appropriate coordinate system on
the sphere. A given crystal orientation is first represented by a point on the sphere. When the same
sphere is regarded as the celestial sphere, it is easy to find the point of light on the sphere that results
from the given crystal orientation. The analysis gives crude information on intensities of halos, not
just along the caustic curve but for the entire sky.

INTRODUCTION

Many halos in the sky have been successfully attributed
to refraction of light in ice crystals. However, the exact
relation between an ice-crystal orientation and the corre-
sponding point of light on the celestial sphere, while known
in principle, has often appeared complex. In this paper we
study this relation and show that when viewed in an appro-

priate coordinate system the relation becomes quite simple.
As a result it is easy to visualize the formation of many ice-
crystal halos. The resulting theory is not confined to the
computation of caustic curves, as are the classical halo treat-
ments, but gives crude intensity information over the entire
sky. The halos that can be handled by this method are the
common 22° halo, sun dogs, upper and lower tangent arcs to
the 220 halo, circumzenithal and circumhorizontal arcs, as well
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FIG. 1. Ice crystals and the corresponding point of light on the celestial
sphere. For crystals all of a given orientation, the outgoing rays R will be
parallel. The observer will see light at point F = -A on the celestial
sphere.

as the Great Ring (the 460 halo), Parry arcs, and other rare
arcs.1 The analysis provides a degree of unification in the
treatment of these halos; however, there are other halos to
which the method does not seem to apply in a natural way.

Halo function
The usual explanation 2' 3 (which we follow) of halo phe-

nomena assumes that sunlight falls on a cloud of ice crystals
in the form of hexagonal prisms. The problem is to take the
incoming rays from the sun and to follow them through crys-
tals all having a single specified orientation in order to see
what point on the celestial sphere will appear lighted to the
observer. In Fig. 1 notice that if the vector 9 on the unit
sphere gives the position of the sun, then the vector I = -3
is in the direction of the incoming rays to the crystals. Let the
unit vector R be in the direction of the outgoing rays. Then
the observer sees light at position P = -fi on the celestial
sphere due to crystals having the specified orientation.

We will want to study P as a function of crystal orientation.
Call this function the halo function F. The halo function
starts with crystal orientations and gives the resulting points
of light on the celestial sphere.

Theories of halo formation
All but the oldest halo theories share the assumption that

halos are formed by refraction and reflection of light in hex-
agonal ice crystals. The task of a halo theory is to predict the
halo, given an assumed distribution of crystal orientations.
The theories differ in their handling of the messy mathematics
relating crystal orientation with light on the celestial
sphere.

Greenler et al. 4'5 have made computer simulations of many
halos. In the terminology of the present paper their method
can be described as the application, by computer, of the halo
function to a large number of individual crystal orientations,
followed by the plotting of the resulting points of light. The
method incorporates several factors affecting intensity and
gives good qualitative intensity predictions for the entire
sky.

Treatments of halos prior to the Greenler computer ap-
proach are found in Pernter and Exner,2 Humphreys,6 and
Tricker,3 among others. For halos resulting from one-di-
mensional sets of crystal orientations (e.g., sun dogs, cir-
cumzenithal arc), these. theories are successful in calculating
the entire halo. For halos resulting from a two-dimensional
set of crystal orientations (e.g., upper and lower tangent arcs
to the 220 halo, supralateral arc of the 46° halo), these theories

should probably be thought of as attempts to calculate the
caustic, that is, the set of critical values of the halo function.
Crudely, a critical value is a point on the celestial sphere to
which relatively many crystal orientations are contributing
light.7 Unfortunately, the caustic has sometimes been con-
fused with a minimum-deviation locus. It is true that for
certain halos these two sets coincide, but, in general, as pointed
out by Tricker,8 there is no reason to expect this.

The present paper describes the action of the halo function
geometrically. First, we describe a method of visualizing
crystal orientations as points on a sphere. In general, this
relation of crystal orientations to points on the sphere is
many-to-one and not very useful. For many halos, however,
this relation is one-to-one, and the set of crystal orientations
responsible for the halo is easily visualized on the sphere.
Moreover, the action of the halo function on the sphere be-
comes quite simple, and hence the resulting halos can be easily
derived in their entirety. And where caustics are present,
their role in the halo as a whole becomes clear.

We now begin by setting up notation and recalling the
principles of refraction.

1. REFRACTION IN THE NORMAL PLANE

Consider refraction in a wedge having an index of refraction
n. The normal plane is any plane perpendicular to both
faces; in Fig. 2 the plane of the paper is the normal plane. In
this section we assume the incoming ray (and hence the
outgoing ray) is in the normal plane. Let N1 be the inward
normal to the first face, N2 the outward normal to the second
face, and the axial vector P a unit vector perpendicular to N1
and N2. The axial vector will determine the signs of all angles
in the normal plane; positive angles give P via the right-hand
rule. Let a be the angle from N1 to N2, and I a unit vector in
the direction of the incoming ray. The assumption in this
section is that ! is perpendicular to ?. Let 1? be a unit vector
in the direction of the outgoing (twice-refracted) ray.

Let j be the angle from I to N1 and let D be the angle from
I to R. In Fig. 2, a > 0, ji < 0, and D < 0. A double applica-
tion of Snell's law, once at each face, gives D(mt) as in Fig. 3.
The extreme values of the function are Dmax = D(IL) =

D(-90' sign a) and Dmin = D(AM), where the numbers l-L,
gM, Dmax, and Dmin are given by

P

aD

N

FIG. 2. Refraction in the normal plane. The vector P is pointing out of
the paper.
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FIG. 3. Deviation D as a function of angle of incidence A. (a = 60°).

sin IlL = sign a cos a - (n2 - 1)1/2 sin a,

sin AM = -nsin (a/2),

Dmax = a + AlL - 900 sign a,

Dmin = a + 2 IM,

sign a = a/llal.

Later it will be important to realize that the zero derivative

of D occurring at A'M has the effect of bunching D values about

Dmin. To emphasize this property, Fig. 3 shows equally

spaced ,u values starting with AM, together with the corre-
sponding D values bunched about Dmin. We will want to
visualize the function as a motion of the segment from A'L to

-90° onto the segment from Dmin to Dmax. The segment from

.UL to -90° is folded and bunched at AM and then laid on the
segment from Dmin to Dmax (Fig. 4).

For the future, note that if a is replaced by -a (with P un-
changed), then Fig. 3 is unchanged except that I' and D both
change signs.

ll. REFRACTION NOT NECESSARILY IN THE
NORMAL PLANE

Now consider the general case in which the incoming ray

I is not necessarily in the normal plane. Let N1 , N2 , P, a, f,
and fl have the same meaning as in Sec. I. But now I and R

are not necessarily perpendicular to P. Let Ip and Rp be the
vector projections of I and fP onto the normal plane. Let I'

and D be the angles from Ip to N1 and from Ip to Rp, respec-
tively. Let 0 be the angle between P and-1.

PL 1-90p --

D-
DMIN DMAX

FIG. 4. Function D as a folding and bunching operation. The upper
segment is folded and bunched at IAM and then placed on the lower segment.
(a = 600).

TABLE 1. Values of ,u(O), I.L(4), Dmax(O), and Dmin(O) when a = 600.

0 ALp() ([M(
0
) Dniax(O) D,,i,(O)

90° -13.47° -40.92° -43.470 -21.84°
85 -13.63 -41.00 -43.63 -22.00
80 -14.13 -41.24 -44.13 -22.48
75 -14.99 -41.66 -44.99 -23.32
70 -16.25 -42.29 -46.25 -24.58
65 -17.98 -43.16 -47.98 -26.33
60 -20.26 -44.35 -50.26 -28.71
55 -23.24 -45.96 -53.24 -31.93
50 -27.17 -48.16 -57.17 -36.32
45 -32.44 -51.24 -62.44 -42.48
40 -39.80 -55.75 -69.80 -51.50
35 -51.05 -63.02 -81.05 -66.04
30 -74.95 -79.39 -104.95 -98.78
29.25 -90.00 -90.00 -120.00 -120.00

Bravais' Laws, which are a consequence of Snell's Law, re-

duce the general problem to the problem of refraction in the
normal plane:

(Bi) The angle between P and I is equal to the angle be-
tween P and R. Thus the outgoing ray is constrained to lie
on a cone with axis P.

(B2) The projected rays Ip and Rp behave like light rays

entering and leaving a medium of index of refraction n'(0) =
((n2 

- cos20)/sin2G)1/2. That is, D and A' are related as in Fig.

3 (if a = 600) except that n must be replaced by n'.

D

FIG. 5. Projected deviation D as a function of 0 and the projected anglo
of incidence y. (a = 600).
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So for each 0 there exists a curve D(O,M). The functions
D(0,M) are graphed in Fig. 5 for 0 = 900, 80°, ... ., 30°, and
29.25°, for a = 600 and n = 1.31 (ice). Table I gives ttL(O),
1M(0), Dmax(O), and Dmin(O) for various values of 0. These

numbers can also be read approximately from Fig. 5.

The necessary physical principles are now at hand. Next
we will set up geometry that is compatible with these princi-
ples.

III. VERTICAL AXIAL VECTOR

Sun dogs
If hexagonal plate crystals are floating horizontally, then

P = (0,0,1) and a = 600 for a ray entering and leaving alter-
nate-side faces as shown in Fig. 6. Recall that our problem
is to study the halo function F, which starts with a crystal
orientation determined by P and N1 and gives the position
F(P, N1) of the resulting spot of light on the celestial sphere.
We now describe a coordinate system in which the halo
function can be easily visualized when P is vertical.

In Fig. 7 let 9 = (cos A, 0, sin 2) be the position of the sun,
so that I is the angle of elevation of the sun. Then I = -S is
the incoming ray to a crystal. Consider a crystal orientation
determined by P = (0,0,1) and a horizontal vector N1. Let Q
be the plane perpendicular to P and passing through point S.
Let B be the intersection of Q with OP, and let circle C be the
intersection of Q with the unit sphere. Draw a line from B in
the direction of N = -N1 (so N is the outward normal to the
first face of the crystal) and let point A be the intersection of
this line with C. Then A represents the given orientation. In
this way points on the z parallel of latitude C represent all
crystal orientations with P vertical. As a coordinate for
points A on C, use the angle It from vector BS to BA. In Fig.
7, g < 0.

Since plane Q is perpendicular to the axial vector PI plane
Q is the normal plane of the crystal. Then since OS =-I BS
must be -Ip. And since BA = -N 1 , then g has the same
physical meaning as in Sec. II-it is the angle from Ip to
N1 .

Now start with an orientation represented by point A on
C. The resulting point of light F = F(A) can be thought of
as a point on the same sphere, and because of Bravais' Law BI,
P will also lie on C. And the vector OF (Fig. 8) is -R?, so the
vector BF is -Rp. Thus the tt coordinate of F, that is, the
angle from the vector BS to the vector BF, is D.

Thus the halo function maps an arc of circle C into C. And

T FIG. 6. Ice crystal and light ray
-60 involved in forming a sun dog.

The vector N1 is the inward nor-
|ma to the rear face of the

{ > <\1crystal.

FIG. 7. Point A representing the crystal orientation with axial vector Pand
outward normal BA to the "first" crystal face. (See text.)

in ,A coordinates the function takes the simple form F(li) =
D(6, A1), where 0 = 900 - E. Thus the action of the halo
function is just the folding and bunching described by a graph
as in Fig. 5, but with 0 = 900 - 1.

Figure 9 shows the domain (crystal orientations) and range
(points in the sky) of the halo function. The halo function
folds and bunches the arc from MUL to -90° at AUM and then
places it on the arc from Dmin to Dmax. Figure 9 indicates the
bunching just as did Fig. 4.

Partly because of the bunching, the brightest part of the sun
dog occurs at Dmjn(O). Figure 5 shows that the sun dog should
appear farther (in longitudinal coordinates) from the sun as
the elevation 2 of the sun increases. Above 2 = 60.75°
(corresponding to 0 = 29.250 from Fig. 5) sun dogs should not
occur.

The sun dog on the other side of the sun arises when P
= (0,0,1) and a =-60°.

IV. HORIZONTAL AXIAL VECTOR

If, for instance, light were to enter and leave alternate side
faces of an elongated hexagonal prism that was floating with
its axis horizontal, then P would be horizontal. (See Fig.
13.)

We now describe a coordinate system on the unit sphere in
which the halo function can be easily visualized when P is

P

FIG. 8. F = F(A), the point of light on the celestial sphere due to crystal
orientation A in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. Formation of a sun dog.
The parallel of latitude on the left
sphere represents crystal orien-
tations with the axial vector ver-
tical. The sphere on the right is
the celestial sphere. The halo
function folds and bunches the
shaded arc on the left and places
it on the shaded arc on the right.
The shaded arc on the right is the
resulting sun dog.

constrained to be horizontal. The geometry is identical to the

case where ? is vertical, but now the set of horizontal crystal
orientations turns out to be (almost) a sphere instead of a
circle. To represent horizontal orientations, start with a
horizontal orientation determined by P and N1. As in Sec.
III let • = (cosY, 0, sin2) be the position of the sun (Fig. 10).

So I = -9 is the incoming ray from the sun. The vector P is

now a point on the equator of the unit sphere. Let Q be the

plane perpendicular to P and passing through point 9. Let
B be the intersection of Q with OP, and let circle C be the

intersection of Q with the unit sphere. Draw a line from B in

the direction of N = -N1 and let point A be the intersection
of this line with C. Then A represents the given orientation.

Thus the sphere represents the set of horizontal orienta-
tions.

Let , be the angle from BS to BA and let 0 be the angle
between 9 and P. Then (0,,) can be used as coordinates for

points A on the sphere, and hence for crystal orientation with

P horizontal. Furthermore, 0 and ,u have the same physical

meaning as in Sec. 11-the argument is the same as in the sun

dog case of Sec. III. Some of the 0 = constant coordinate

curves are shown in Fig. 11. The points on a circle 0 = 00

represent crystal orientations with fixed axis P. 9

The same sphere represents the celestial sphere. If we start

with a crystal orientation (00,gio) on the sphere, then by Bra-
vais' Law Bi the resulting point of light F(0o,4o) is also on the

circle 0 = 00. And the it coordinate of F(00,Ao) is exactly

D(Oo,yo). (Again the argument is like the sun-dog case.) So

in (0,,) coordinates the halo function has the form F(0,,)

= (0,D(0,,u)).

Thus (see Fig. 12), F can be thought of as mapping (a subset

of) the sphere into the sphere, with each circle 0 = 0o getting
mapped into itself. And on the circle O = 0 thefunction just
folds and bunches the arc from Ai = AL(Oo) to ju = -90° and
lays it on the arc from Dmin(0o) to D max(00), according to the
appropriate graph in Fig. 5 (assuming a = 600).

In the applications to follow, the (0q.t) coordinate grid has
been found by using the expression in the Appendix. Then
the sphere has been stereographically projected from the point

-8 onto the plane perpendicular to 8 and passing through
(0,0,0).

Upper and lower tangent arcs to the 220 halo
The upper tangent arc seems to be due to crystals with P

horizontal and a = 600.10 (See Fig. 13.)

Figure 14 shows the domain and range of the halo function

when the elevation Z of the sun is 23°. The boundary of the
domain is read from Fig. 5-it consists of the two curves At =

IALL(O) and ,A =-90°-and is plotted in Fig. 14(a). The curve

A = AuM(O) is the curve along which the folding occurs; it will

get mapped to the caustic, whose /i coordinate is Dmin(O)J1

Figure 14(a), of course, represents crystal orientations.

The boundary of the range of F is also taken from Fig. 5 and

is shown in Fig. 14(b). It consists of the curves Au = Dmin(0)

and t = Dmx(O). This picture represents what you see in the

sky. Together, Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) give a good picture of the

halo function; the arc from ALA(Oo) to -90° of each circle 0 =

00 in Fig. 14(a) is folded and bunched at $tM(OO) and laid on the

arc from Dmin(O) to Dmax(0o) of the same circle, shown in Fig.

14(b). Each point of the sky between the curves , = Dmin(0)

and J. = Dmax(0) is lighted by crystals having one of two pos-

sible orientations.

The lower tangent arc is due to a = -600. So, to construct

a lower tangent arc and the responsible crystal orientations,
we use Fig. 5 and the (0,,u) coordinate grid as for the upper arc

Fig. 11. 0 = const coordinate
curves on the sphere. They are
circles in vertical planes passing
through S.

FIG. 10. Point A representing the crystal orientation with axial vector Pand
outward normal BA to the "first" crystal face. (See text.)
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F
FIG. 12. Halo function acting on
the circle 0 = 00. The sphere on
the left represents horizontal
crystal orientations. The sphere
on the right is the celestial sphere.
The halo function folds and
bunches the shaded arc on the left
and places it on the shaded arc on
the right.

but change the signs of y and D in Fig. 5. The lower arc is
shown along with the upper arc in Fig. 14.

The (0,M) coordinate system depends on the elevation Z of
the sun, so as z changes, the tangent arcs will change. But
Fig. 5 is independent of z and can be used to predict the arcs
for any value of z for which the corresponding (0,M) coordinate
grid is available.

Figures 15 and 16 give the resulting predictions for the
upper and lower tangent arcs (that is, the range of F) for z =
00 and I = 32.50. Compare Figs. 14(b) and 16 with Plates 109
and 110, but see the discussion on brightness in Sec. V, which
will suggest that the brightest part of these arcs should be near
the central part of the caustic curve u = Dmn(O).

Parry arcs
If ice columns are floating horizontally, as for the upper and

lower tangent arcs, but now with two side faces horizontal (Fig.
17), then the (0,A) coordinate system is unchanged, and the
halo function is unchanged except that it starts with fewer
orientations. Let so be the angle from (0,0,1) to the outward
normal N on the first face of the crystal, with the sign of the
angle being determined bylP as usual. If light follows the path
in Fig. 17, then the domain of F will consist of (part of) the
curve so = 00, and a will be 600. The domain curve has been
expressed in (0,M) coordinates 12 and then plotted in Fig. 18
when I = 20°.

The resulting [compute D(0,Au) or interpolate in Fig. 5]
Parry arc is also shown in Fig. 18. The halo function is simple.
It slides the domain curve along the 0 = constant circles to the
final position on the Parry arc. Thus, each point on the arc
is lighted by crystals having exactly one orientation.

a = 60

FIG. 13.
arc.

P

Ice crystal and light ray involved in forming an upper tangent

There is a weak Parry arc in Plate 109.

There is a large variety of conceivable Parry arcs.5 For
instance, to produce a lower Parry arc, consider a ray that
enters and leaves lower sloping faces of the crystal in Fig. 17.
Then so = 1200 and a =-60°. Mimic the procedure for the
previous Parry arc.

Circumzenithal arc
The circumzenithal arc is due to crystals with P horizontal

and N vertical (i.e., so = 0°), but with a = 90° (Fig. 19). So
mathematically this situation is the same as for the Parry arc
resulting from o = 00, except that Fig. 5 must be recomputed
for a = 90°. The domain of F and the resulting circumzeni-
thal arc are shown in Fig. 20 for Z = 10°. As with the Parry
arcs, F just slides each point of the domain along the circle
0= const.

Circumhorizontal arc
We treat the circumhorizontal arc in the same way as the

circumzenithal arc except that sp = 90° and a = -90°.

Upper and lower tangent arcs to the Great Ring
These arcs are treated the same as the upper and lower

tangent arcs to the 220 halo, but here a = 900 and a =
-900.

V. BRIGHTNESS

Let us refer to Fig. 15, the tangent arcs to the 220 halo when
the sun is on the horizon. The brightest parts of the arc will
occur where the halo function has mapped many crystal or-
ientations into a small area of the celestial sphere. So, at first
glance, we expect the arc to be brightest along the caustic,
where the ,u coordinate is Dmin(O). This is the image of the
curve aD1a = 0 and is where the bunching has occurred.

However, for small 0 (i.e., for 0 near 300) relatively little
bunching takes place. For instance, in Fig. 5 notice that the
graphs for 0 = 300 and 400 have fairly steep troughs compared
to the gentle, broad troughs for 0 = 90° and 800. This dif-
ference in the degree of bunching should tend to weaken the
caustic toward its extremities.

There is also some bunching inherent in the (0,M) coordinate
system. When = 0° a uniform distribution in 0 and g is a
uniform distribution in horizontal crystal orientations. So
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FIG. 14(a) Horizontal crystal
orientations. The region bounded
by the curves )u = .LL(O) and A =
-900 represent crystal orienta-
tions responsible for the upper
tangent arc. (I = 230) (b)
Celestial (hemi-) sphere. The
upper tangent arc is the region
between the curves / = Dmin(O)
and ,A = Dmax(O). The 220 halo
and the horizon are shown for
reference. (Y = 230.) Compare
Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) with Fig.
12.
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FIG. 15. Upper and lower tan-
gent arcs when the sun is on the
horizon.

FIG. 16. Upper and lower tan-
gent arcs (actually a circum-
scribed halo) when the sun ele-
vation is 32.50.
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FIG. 19. Ice crystal and light ray
involved in forming a circumzen-
ithal arc.

FIG. 17. Ice crystal (side view) and light ray involved in forming a Parry
arc.

where the curvilinear grid "squares" have small area on the

sphere, there are relatively many crystal orientations. This
also contributes to weakening the extremities of the caustic.

Thus, the brightest portion of the arc should be near the point
of tangency to the 220 halo-this is where D values are

bunching strongly and curvilinear squares are small.

When z > 0° a uniform distribution in 0 and A is no longer

exactly uniform in horizontal crystal orientations. To get
estimates of brightness we could relabel the 0 = constant

circles with the coordinate #, where P = (cost, sing, 0).13 Then

a uniform distribution in t and tt would be uniform in hori-

zontal orientations and we could proceed as in the M2 = 00 case,

using the t-,4 squares instead of the 0-A squares (and, of
course, using Fig. 5).

FIG. 18. Parry arc and the re-
sponsible crystal orientations. (;
= 200).

However, a (t,) coordinate system would necessitate a
separate computation of Fig. 5 for each 2, since 0 depends on
t and Z. By sticking with the (0,,u) coordinate system we are
able to confine the physics to Fig. 5, while the coordinate
system takes care of the geometry. Furthermore, a uniform
distribution in 0 is approximately uniform in A, if we stay away
from 0 = Z (i.e., t = 0°). So with this restriction we can use
the (0,,4) coordinate system as in the z = 00 case, along with
Fig. 5, to make rough brightness estimates.

The preceding analysis represents what might be called the
contribution of the halo function to the brightness of the arc.
However, there are other important factors involved in
brightness: We have not taken into account the intensity of
light leaving a particular crystal (which is a function of 0 and
gt and could be considered). The effect of departures of P
from the horizontal is examined briefly in Sec. VII. Disper-
sion effects can be handled by recomputing Fig. 5 for several

values of n.
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FIG. 20. Circumzenithal arc and
the responsible crystal orienta-
tions. (I = 100).

VI. RANDOM CRYSTAL ORIENTATIONS

220 halo
Take a = ±600. If the crystals are oriented randomly, we

can assume without loss of generality that 2; = 00. Let wr be

FIG. 21. Contribution to the common halo due to crystal orientations with
axial vector in plane 7r. The common halo is a superposition of such tan-
gent arcs for 0 • # < 1800.

the plane through the origin and perpendicular to the vector
(0, -sin 3, cos A). (See Fig. 21.) To the total halo, crystal
orientations with P lying in plane 7r contribute light in the
form of tangent arcs exactly like the upper and lower tangent
arcs for the 2 00 case (Fig. 15) except that they have been
rotated through angle A, as in Fig. 21. So, superpose these
arcs for all : between 00 and 1800 to get the common halo.

This approach is a little misleading as far as intensities go,
since a uniform distribution in each of 3, 0, and yu is not uni-
form in the set of all crystal orientations. However, this
analysis does answer the question of which crystal orientations
light up various parts of the halo. So for any halo, if we as-
sume a value of a, we can work backwards from a lighted
portion of the sky and discover which orientations could be
responsible.

The Great Ring
The Great Ring is treated similarly, but a = ±900.

FIG. 22. Part of the coordinate grid and tangent arcs to the 220 halo when
crystals are tilted 50 to the horizontal. (I = 230).
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FIG. 23. Upper tangent arcs when M = ±5g. (a = 230).

VII. MORE GENERAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Both the coordinate systems that we examined in Sec. III
(P vertical) and Sec. IV (P horizontal) are extreme cases of the

analogous coordinate system for the sphere in which P is

constrained to lie at angle v to the horizontal; v = 90° would

give the P vertical case and v = 00 would be the P horizontal

case. Figure 22 shows part of the coordinate grid (after ste-

reographic projection) when v = 50 and Z = 230, along with
the resulting tangent arcs to the common halo; compare with

Fig. 14(b). Figure 23 shows the upper tangent arcs for v = ±50

and Z = 230. Notice that the extremities of the arc are quite

sensitive to deviations of P from the horizontal.

The coordinates (0,4,v) are coordinates for the group of all
crystal orientations, but a distribution uniform in 0, tu, and v
is not uniform in the group of all orientations.
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APPENDIX

The (Q,t) coordinate system for the sphere
Refer to Fig. 10. Let t be the angle from (1,0,0) to P, so that

P = (cos A, sin A, 0). Then point A is a function of t and jp and
is given analytically by
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( cos 2 cos2 t + cos A cos 2 sin2 t + sin Ai sin t sin

(1- cos A) cos z cos t sin t -sin A cos 0 sin A,

cos A sin 2 - sin A cos I sin t

The points (cos A, 0, + sin Y) are singularities. Other

points on the sphere are covered twice as t and A vary from 00

to 360°. This is not serious physically, since (Qu) and (Q +
1800, -A) correspond to the same crystal orientation.

The (0,g) coordinate system for the sphere
Define 0 to be in the same quadrant as t and to satisfy

cos 0 = cos t cos z (which is the dot product of P and •).
Then substitute for t in A(Q,A) above to define A(0,A).
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